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The Webfoots want to win. They would like to win all their
games, or at least a respectable percentage worth; no one feels
lousier after a loss than the men whose
every move was aimed
at

winning.
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match of the evening. Pancho Segura, flashy South American star,
who utilizes the two-handed forehand for his best stroke, will meet
Frankie Parker, one of the top ten
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However, a will to win, and remorse
the Igloo with paying customers; and
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having lost does not
it doesn’t draw the best amateurs for the past 16 years, in
high school players in the state to enroll- at Eugene. The whole the other singles event.
Bob,by Riggs, himself one of the
set-up is like a cancer that has been implanted in the basketball
greatest tennis stars of all time,
set-up. Cancers have a nasty habit of growing—unless they are will join Kramer in the doubles
cut out with a sharp, seemingly brutal knife. Once the
growth is match, to oppose Segura and Gonremoved, the organism regains its strength, and eventually its zales.
Top Bill
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four games in five nights
stand; but it is reasonably certain that the Oregon squad’s weakness does not lie in lack of physical
conditioning; and if radio reports are any valid indication, that “tired feeling’’ was stronger
in the first two games at Moscow than in the last two at Pullman
team
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•—kind of versa-vice.

Friday nights’ affair at Mac Court should be a real chummy
one. Oregon State will take the floor against UO. So far this season, in the ten games at the Igloo, the Ducks have managed an
even split. They have played their best basketball
right on their
own home court—sp in spite of records, the
boys will probably
rate Oregon’s chances of winning at almost
fifty-fifty. The situation looks like this : Oregon State has everything to lose;
Oregon
has nothing to gain.
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Kramer-Gonzales match. Gonzales,
only 19 years old, has upset Kramer
15 different times this year in exhibition matches, but Kramer’s powerful game has given him a
big advantage. Kramer also has the advantage of age and experience over

Gonzales, who, Riggs predicts, will
continue to develop.
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weekencfthe pair hooked up
to play the longest professional tennis set ever recorded, as Gonzales
edged Kramer 29 to 27. Kramer
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lar match.

The Emerald sports pages will be graced by a new timely fea7 inchers Bonnemann and Noe didture, to be called, “Hot Stove.” Marty Weitzner of the sports n’t live up to past
performances on
staff, will handle the baseball series, which will lead right down rebounds. The halftime whistle

path to that first “play
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ball" that ushers in the 1950

ma-

found the Rooks
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top, 24-21.

Lineups:
UO Frosh (44)

OSC Rooks (43)
Barclay (6).F.Storey (4)
Livesay (6).F.Lahti (5)
Bonn’mann (4)..C..Adrian (10)
in history—probably in the fair-to-middlin’ neighborhood of 125
Covey (10).G.Pitzer (13)
grand.
Schmer (2).G.Staab (5)
Oregon:
Conchetti, Noe (16), SherTo the Webfoot basketball team of 1939, we would like to
man.
dedicate a nostalgic old tune, “Just Give ‘Us’ Something to ReState:
Danielson
Oregon
(4),
member You By—
Shirtcliff (2).

Following the baseball line, Ted Williams the game's top hitter today, has signed a contract for the highest salary ever paid
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ice-blue, platinum-gold, doeskin-beige, silver-grey,
powder blue, luggage, cream, maroon, navy, dark
brown, aqua-green. Cellophone wrapped.
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Frosh Edge Rooks

Song

handsome gabardine Thomas Shirt. Prewashed, guaranteeing no shrinkage. Superbly custom-tailored for smartness and comfort. In white,
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